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QUEEN VICTORIA 
1887-
1900 Jubilee(14v.) 

KING EDWARD VII 
1902- 10 DelaRue(0)(15v) V2d. x2 , 4d. x2 
1905- 10 DelaRue(c)(9v.) 
1911 Harrison(perf. 14)(5v.) 
1911 Harr ison (pert . 15 x 14)(5v.) 
1911 - 13 Somerset House(8v.) 

KINGGEORGEV 
1911 - 12 DowneyHeadser ies(12v.) 
1912- 24 Roya1Cypher(14v.)9d. x1 

1913 
1918 
1924 

1934 

Ditto. watermark inverted (5v.) 
Mult iple Cypher (2v .) 
Bradbury " Seahorses " (3v.) 
Block Cypher ( 12v.) 
Ditto, watermark inverted (3v.) 
Ditto, watermark sideways (4v .) 
Photogravure. large format (2v . 
Ditto. watermark inverted (2v .) 

1934- 35 Ditto. intermed iate format (4v.) 
Ditto, watermark i nverted (3v.) 

1935- 36 Ditto, sma ll format ( 11 v.) 

1934 

Ditto. watermark inverted (3v.) 
Ditto. w atermark sideways (4v .) 
Re-engraved " Seahorses" (3v .) 

KING EDWARD VII I 
1936 K.E. VIII (4v.) 

Ditto, watermark invert ed (3v.) 

KING GEORGE VI 
1937- 47 Darkcolours (15v.) 

Ditto, watermark inverted (5v.) 
Ditto, watermark sideways (5v .) 

GREAT BRITAIN 
DEFINITIVE SETS 

U/ m M / m 

£245.00 

- £175 .00 
- £175 .00 

£50.00 
£125.00 

£25.00 
£450.00 

£135.00 
£2 .50 

95p 
£135 .00 

£13 .00 
£50.00 
£90.00 
£20.00 

£60.00 
£50.00 
£90.00 

£30.00 
£70.00 
£16.00 

£195.00 
£485 .00 

£70.00 
£1 .75 

£95 .00 
60p 

£7.50 
£35 .00 
£45 .00 
£13.00 

£115 .00 
£485 .00 

Ul m 
50p 

£10.00 

£40.00 
£135 .00 

£85.00 

1939-48 
194 1- 42 

1950- 51 

1951 

1955 
1955- 58 

1957 
1958 
1958- 65 

1958- 61 

1959 
1959 
1960 
1960-67 

1963- 68 

1967 
1967- 70 
1967- 68 

1969 

CANDLISH McCLEERY LTD. 

Ul m 
£350.00 

£3 .00 
£12.00 
£26 .00 

£3.50 
£12.00 

£3.00 
£130.00 

£80.00 
£24.00 

£4.00 
£335 .00 
£160.00 

£15.00 
£14.00 
£11 .00 

£1200 .00 
£8.50 

£50.00 
£7.00 

£90.00 
£80.00 

£335 .00 
£90.00 
£30 .00 
£1 3. 50 

£150.00 
£24.00 

£30 .00 
£3 .00 
£5 .00 

£1 8. 00 
£25 .00 
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o em to London 1980 and didn't 
enjoy it. I enainl_ . an al hough I spent the best part of a 
week at the ho • in re ospect there are many exhibits which I 
should have e. a..oia in etail if only to furnish me with notes for 
this piece . There as more than enough to satisfy the Great Britain 
collector in the a~ of exhibits. My greatest disappointment was 
the award of ·b e Gra nd Prix National to a collection of 
line-engraved . 'ha , me prejudiced?). Admittedly ordinary 
mortals would have o win the pools twice to contemplate putting 
such an exhibit ogetber, but that was about all it had going for it. 
It would have been a great day for philately if the judges had had 
the courage to give the award to the collection which deserved it; 
Alain de Cadenet 's study of the George V pre-issue material. This 
exhibit showed much original research, had many exceptional 
pieces in it a nd was one of the best presented and originally 
conceived studies in this or any other exhibition. Alain did get a 
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London 1980-Alain de Cadenet 's study of George V pre-issue material. 
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Large Gold with felicitations (you can 't go any higher). and I 
understand that this is the first time a collection of GB George V 
has done so well at an International. 

Among many remarkable collections, Ga\.in Linaur's rv•o 
exhibits (both Large Golds with special awards) of :.he line-engraved 
and early postal history deserve mention for e quality of the 
material, the pleasant writing-up and the sheer interest- -alue of the 
items displayed. Historical letters are something ·-· have a wider 
appeal than 'ordinary' postal history. 

I must admit that I have a preference •o- · e earlier issues of 
Great Britain, my field being the early · ..ics of Geor~e V, but I also 
have an intellect which tells me tha ould not be any 
inherent superiority connected v.ith e ro tion of early classic 
material. That such classic matm is r~-ded as superior is 
blatantly obvious from the allocati<r o' a ards in competitive 
exhibitions. To quote the Phila:e ·- J ca. of Great Britain, June 
1980, p. 32, " The Grand Pri~ WCI:. -o Daisy' of Switzerland 
because this was the best dis~ ~ of · e early line-engraved, 
basically covering the firs s•x y~n from 1839-1845" . That 
sounded rather biased to me. 

My own competiti'"e exploits base ~ed to underline certain 
shortcomings in the way , ·ational e~ itions are judged . I have 
been awarded special awards for presentation at both Stampex and 
the B.P .E . (both 1979) and an award ior research at B.P .E. 1978. 
On all three occasions I was given a silver medal twice with the 
felicitations of the Jury . Now, the question is, 'Why haven't I got a 
silver-gilt?' . It is not the fact that I haven' t which interests me, but 
the reason why. The short answer may be that I don't deserve one, 
but let 's assume that I think I do . 

At Stampex 1979, John Forbes-Nixon got a silver-gilt award for 
his 1840 Penny Blacks - largely a plating study. Knowing John's 
collection, I am sure he deserved it, if not a gold . I don't want to 
criticise either this collection or the award it got, but would like to 
compare it with my own in the light of the following comment 

CANDLISH Mc CLEERY LTD 

London 1980- on Candlish, McC!eery 's stand. 

\ 
\ 
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London 1980. 
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which l received from the B. P . E. the previous year in respect of the 
exhibit which won the research award; "There is a limit to the level 
of accord that a narrow field of study can attain''. Which I took to 
mean that l 'd ome to rhe end of the road as far as my chosen field 
was con emed . ([his I agree wi th in respect to competition but 
want to ·no\\ ·by my road stops at a silver medal, albeit with 
felicitation ). John's ih"er-gilt and my silver make nonsense of the 
B.P .E. comment . l dealt with something like 30 plates covering six 
different is ues. uiely that is a bigger slice of cake than 11 plates 
covering one issue? 

There mu t be _omething wrong with a system of judging under 
which I could ge a hi_ er award by doing the same thing but with 
differen t issues . 

It is far easier L ·\en a pools win) to put together a collection of 
line-engraved ma·e ·ai whi h would win a gold medal than it is to 
assemble a silver-_ or even a silver standard plating collection of 
typographed issues. Have you ever tried looking for George V 
plating pieces? 

At Stampex 19 the judges must have been getting tired of 
Downey Heads as I didn't earn their felicitations, and the comment 
on my exhibit was 'An excellent[sic/ presented specialist study but 
it is difficult to see any further development which would lead to a 
higher award for this type of exhibit" . I wonder if John 
Forbes-Nixon and the other line-engraved platers who have been 
awarded silver-gilt medals in the past were aware of this? 

I hesitate to make suggestions, but a critic ought to be 
constructive. Perhaps it is about time that there was a Research 
class of exhibit which would separate this type of collection from 
the more general one. If a collection fell midway the exhibitor 
could choose which class he wants to be judged in , knowing that 
slightly different emphases are to be found in each . I think 
something along these lines may help, but what is really needed is 
for the judges to be more objective in their assessment of philatelic 
importance. The classic line-engraved material has been 
all-important for too long. 
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London 1980 - Mike Jackson's study of the Downey Head plates. 
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L ondon J 980 - Her Majesty The Queen. 

Looking at George V. 

Silver Medal presented by IM P.l .S.C.G. B. designed and made by 
Mike Jackson. 

-· 

The G.B.P.S. stand- Les Wilkinson (almost standing) in charge. 



DOWNEY 
HEAD 
HALFPENNY 
'CRACKED 
PLATE' 

I have received the following notes and 
illustrations from Mr Peter Chambers of 
Mablethorpe and reproduce them as a 
follow-up to my article in the last issue. 

"I have had the piece illustrated in figure 
I for several years now and have always 
maintained it to be plate 3, although I must 
confess I have been very puzzled by it . I 
have shown it in the past to various 
'experts' and dealers only to be told time 
and time again 'This is not the Cracked 
Plate' and indeed Beaumont and Stanton 
in their description seemed to confirm this 
opinion. Your article has done much to 
clear away the mists. 

Stamp 20.1(figure2) has the following: 

(a) Fine breaks base of frame to right of 
HALFPENNY . 

(b) Frame break top left. 

Stamp 20.2 (figure 3): 

(a) Crack through F of HALFPENNY. 
(b) Chip out of King's hairline. 

Figure I. 

(c) Breaks in ase of crown, left of 
centre . 

(d) Top of H of HALFPENNY defective. 
(e) Two fine reak in outer rim of oval 

above and o e right of the left 
hand dolphm' head . 

(f) Faintest su i ·on of a split parallel 
to (a) but under A of HALFPENNY. 

Stamp 20.4 (figure 4): 

(a) Basal frame breaks between AL and 
beneath N of HALFPENNY. 

(b) White pa t hon top of King's ear. 
(c) 'Stuck on' effect lO King's nose from 

bridge lO base of nostril. 

Stamp 20.6 (figure 5): 

(a) Weak lines of shading on King's 
temple . 

(b) Break in top of oval, left of centre of 
crown . 

(c) Break in base of crown, right centre. 

(d) Extra line of 'shading' on King's 
cheek from base of nostril and 
paralleling the moustache-beard line. 

(e) Fine split in base of value tablet 
between NY of HALFPENNY. 

I freely admit that most of these flaws are 
of a minor nature, but due to the fact that 
at least half of the bottom row of plate 3 
was, to say the least, badly printed (even 
after resurfacing?) I did wonder if it was 
possible that the whole bottom row had 
been replaced (or substituted) instead. Is it 
at all possible that the damage was caused 
by the control number being slightly too 
large and too high, causing the rules to 
'chip' and the plate to crack when locked 
into the press? The A 11 w does seem rather 
high, and with the tops of the A and the 1 's 
blunted is rather reminiscent of the 1912-24 
issues where marginal rule damage occurs, 
especially the 2d with controls P 20 and Q 
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Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 



Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 

21. After the damage was noted and repairs 
effected to the plate it could have been 
returned to use with A I le, but still with the 
damaged rules which when the plate was 
locked into the press could have led to the 
plate cracking along the original point of 
weakness". 

By way of reply to Mr Chambers' 
observations, I can make the following 
notes: The top frame break on 20.1 appears 
to be surface damage to the stamp. On 
stamp 20.2 the breaks in base of crown look 
interesting, as do the basal breaks and white 
patch on top of ear on stamp 20.4. The 
'stuck-on' nose on this stamp may be a 
retouch, as may the 'extra line of shading' 
on 20.6. The 'white temple' variety on 
stamp 20 :6 is interesting as it compares with 

a very imilar variery found on the Yi d Die 
IB plate IOb sramp 20.4 and 5. I have a 
strip sho'>'ing this which is endorsed on the 
back of the mount 'Stamps 4 & 5 show the 
white temples variety which was !st noticed 
by Mr Charles Nissen before the war'. I 
have illustrated this piece as figure 6. There 
was a very similar strip in the collection 
formed by the late Lt.-Cmdr. J . 0. A. 
Arkell . 

All the other flaws described by Mr 
Chambers I think are insignificant. The 
general conclusion is that Mr Chambers' 
piece is from a late and worn printing from 
plate 3. If any readers can add comment to 
the above, we would be vt~ry grateful. 

M.J. 
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REFLECTIONS 
ON PANES·S 
Sam Lawrence 

As philatelists, we often take things for 
granted. Take this instance. 

The stapled and stitched booklets o f 
Great Britain, from 1904 until the first of 
the folding type booklets of 19 4, had to 
have their contents in a particular order. 
This order was determined by the P ost 
Office instructions and the sales or other 
usages of the advertising space in the stamp 
books. 

Contracts had to be drawn up and 
adhered to, and ways were devised to 
ensure that the correct advertisements went 
into the correct stamp books in the correc:t 
order. 

Illustrated here is the method which in all 
probability was used for most if not all o f 
the stamp books in the period mentioned 
above . As all the identifying signs were in 
the margins of the primary sheets , it is clear 
that most of the evidence was guillotined 
off in the cutting of the booklets after 
stitching or stapling. 

Figure I shows how the advertisement 
sheets were marri-.:d to their correct stamp 
books by the numbering of the sheets to 
correspond with the number and value of 
the book. This was most likely done only on 
the top sheet of the pile awaiting making 
up. 
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Figure 2 shows the method used many 
years later, and although the method of 
numbering is slightly different, the principle 
is the same. 

The method of putting the stamp books 
together was simply to put the piles of the 
correct sheets in their correct sequence on a 
bench. Starting at one end a sheet was 
removed from the top of each pile until the 
last cover was lifted . The assembled sheets 
then went to be stitched or stapled, as the 
case may be. 

The dates on these booklets show that at 
least from December 1934 (the 2/- book) 
until October 19- 1 (the 25p book) this 
system was in operation for a total of 37 
years. Can anyone extend this period? 

"IN WETTING 
THE BACK . .. " 

In reply to John Forbes-Nixon's article in 
the last issue on the use of two impressions 
of the Maltese Cross obliterator at Spilsby 
between 1840 and 1842, Mr Peter Chambers 
has sent in the following: 

"I enclose a photograph of a single 
Spilsby strike on a Id black plate 5. 
Admitted it is out of the time scale by 45 
days (14 Feb 1843) but is this time scale 
relevant? The hole in the centre was made 
by a metal filing spike, and is one of several 
covers rescued from a demolition fire in 
Louth, the demolition men claiming to have 
already burned 'hundreds'. " 
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PENNY IN 
THE SLOT 
FRANKING 
John Forbes-Nixon 

From 1904 Mr F. Wilkinson had been 
trying to interest the Post Office in his 
'penny in the slot' franking machine. There 
had been resistance on the grounds that the 
early small dies could have been readily 
forged by the general public, posting a 
letter with a facsimile forged stamp. 

Developments to overcome this 
culminated in a trial machine being set up 
inside the King Edward Building E.C. on 25 
January 1912 with an undated 27mm 
diameter new red die. 

The letter was placed in a slot, a penny 
inserted and a handle t•Jrned which rotated 
two cylinders pulling the letter in and 
impressing the frank onto the letter which 
automatically fell into the five feet high 
machi ne to await collection. 

T he experiment continued until 31 
August 1912 being dropped on the basis 
that counterfeit impressions could, and in 
fact were being perpetrated. 

The franked letters from the machi ne 
after collection were impressed with the 
London E. C. datestamp with 172 in black 
on early examples but generally in red after 
February 1912. 
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Figure 1 shows an example u ed m the 
machine on 14 March 191 .,., · • Figu e 
is interesting in that the Po ed a 
penny adhesive to take on 
U.S .A. as the experimen 
internal mail. 

MORE 
ROYAL 
OSBORNE 
John Forbes· ·xon 

Queen \'1 o ·a·s loved husband Prince 
Alben died in December 1861 and the 
illustrated 0\ er rom her favourite 
Osborne, I e o· ··_ht, with a wide band 
mourning dated 1- January 1862 is a very 
early letter from Lhis Royal res idence. 

The Ponsmou b oning Carriage T .P .O. 
came into opera tion on I August 1865 and 
the special arrangernenr for Osborne mail to 
be sent direct to the T .P. O. had not yet 
started . 

This was most likely privately carried to 
Cowes, the adhesive is cancelled 225 of that 
town and it is possible it was franked 
twopence to cover a late fee . 

Does any reader have an earlier mourning 
cover from Osborne? 

"r / , ~ ~ ...! 

,__.... 
I., 

" 
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GEORGE V NOTES 
Vzd Die 18 - booklet plate flaw (Fig . I) 

Mr David Dunn has shown me this flaw on a bluish green Crown 
watermark booklet stamp (wmk. upright), stamp No. 5 in the pane. 
The flaw is a diagonal straight scratch, giving the F of 
HALFPENNY the appearance of another P. 

V2d Royal Cypher - plate flaw (Fig. 2) 

Mr W. P. Bird has shown me this rather prominent plate flaw on 
stamp 20.11. It is a diagonal gash affecting the base of the E of 
HALFPENNY and the frame line below. 

ld Block Cypher - Booklet plate flaw (Fig. 3) 

Mr David Dunn has also shown me this noticeable flaw on a 
Block Cypher booklet stamp (stamp No. 5) with inverted 
watermark (with CANCELLED Type 33). It is a broken frame over 
the second E of REVENUE. 

Fig. I. 
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ld Royal Cypher - plate flaw (Fig. 5) 

Messrs. J. T. and David Walker of Woodford Green have kindly 
brought this small but useful flaw to my attention. It is a tiny 
coloured mark to the left of the P in POST AGE, which appears 
to vary in strength. It is on plate 71 (Vi dot (top) under PE of 
10th; small dot 18th right side, 6mm) and has been found with 
controls KI , K 18, L 18, and M 19. It should also be found with 
M 18. The interesting thing about this is the discovery of a first 
state of this plate, \\ithout the Vi dot plate marking, and made 
possible by the presence of this tiny flaw. That's why I called it 
useful. Fig. 6 shows the earlier state without the marking; Figs. 
and 8 the two positions of control K 17 with the added marking. 
The other marking, 18th right, has not been seen. This little flaw 
underlines the in ompleteness of knowledge about these issues, and 
may encourage collectors to look more closely at their material. 

Fig. 5. 

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
·------ · ffW l'llJWH «"-· e GiiGiil-

K 17 
Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7. 
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Sd Photogravure colour trial (Fig . 4) 

This item is imperf., overprinted CANCELLED and printed in 
magenta. The 'Royal' is of the opin ion that it is not a colour trial 
but printers' waste . Which is an odd thing to say when the majority 
of 'pre-issue' material on the market could be so described. Trials 
of all kinds must have varying status depending on what they were 
produced for. A set of colours produced to submit to a committee 
to decide on a colour is of different status to colours produced by 
the printer for his own use, but they both could be termed colour 
trials . To use the term 'printers' waste' implies items which were 
not produced for any particular purpose, such as (I understand) 
Edwardian 'plate proofs' with double or triple impressions which 
were simply tests to make ure the press was OK. It seems strange 
that a 5d cylinder was inked in magenta, and the resulting 
impressions overprinted CA CELLED for no particular purpose. 
Perhaps someone can throw more light on the subject. 
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~----------GREAT BRITAIN _________ __, 

1840 ld Grey-black plate la lettered LL. A very fine used 
example with big margins all round and red M.C. S.G. 3. 

£135.00 

1840 Id Black plate lb lmerod DA . A superb used fou r 
margin example ~ i th red ~J.C. S.G. 2. £125.00 

1840 Id Black plat• 2 ltlltrcd ED. A very fi ne used four 
margi n copy with red ~J.C. .G. 2. £95.00 

1840 Id Block plat• 4 lmtrcd KE. A superb used four 
margin example on CO\CT from Totnes to Kingsbridge dated 
OC 15 I 40. Red 'I C. .G. - · £135.00 

1840 Id Black plat< 5 loll.rcd f C. A superb used four margin 
example ~itb red 'LC G 2. £95.00 

1841 Id Rcd I pl11< 5 lettered PE. A fine used 
example lied to oner from Petersfield to Winton dated 
J Y 21 I I. ~<!tr.....i to the tamp Office and ordering 6 
shee LS of Id Posa U.bds .. G. 7. £35.00 

le I lettered FL. A fine used four 
im crted watermark, black M.C. 

£245.00 

plate 42 lrllered HE-IF. A very fin e min t 
or four with clear margins all round. 

£465.00 

1341 ld Rtd.bro~D leuued N H . A very fine mint copy with 
good ma;pm all round and much original gu m. S.G. 8. 

£95.00 

1841 Jd Rtd-bro'lfl'D leltend LI. A very fine used example 
with 'o. 2 in M.C . S.G . m . £22.00 

1841 2d Bl ue pllle 3 lwered LC-LD. A superb used pair with 
huge margins a ll round . S .G . 14. £48.00 

1841 2d Blue plate 3 letle red LB. A superb four margin 
example with a \Cry fine upright strike of the No. 8 in M.C. 
S.G . 14i. £185.00 

1869 2d Deep blue plate 15 lettered PJ. A very fine lightly 
mounted mint original gum example. S.G. 47 . £85.00 

FINE STAMPS 
1870 Yid Rose-red pla te lettettd L'\-LO. >, iru,grufi~nl 
original gum min t pair. v.dl ce rm ~ 
showing complete " hal fpenn} .. 9ri atc:n:J.&r 

1867 I/ - Green plate 4 letteml TG. ~ ~ 
example well centred " "h good~ G 

1872 6d. C hestnut plate 11 lot l<rfd r .\. >, ~
of excellent colour . S .G. 1 :!3 

_ nal gum 
02· .oo 

1 e~ample 
£195.00 

1874 3d. Rose plate 15 lett.....t T .\. ~ ~ ~ n1 ongmal 
gum example, well ccntrcd ,. ;><:" _ G iJ 3 

1876 6d Grey plate 15 ~tlrrcd 
mounted mint example. G. J.r 

1879 Charles Skipper ind Ent 
of four in ultramarine 

1879 McCorqu odole CSSI. I 
pairs for the Id in differing 

£1 5.00 

.\ .,-. fine lightly 
£165 .00 

1881 2 V2d Blue plate 22 lett.....t .\K • .\ fi Dllnt c.umple . 
S.G . 157. £95.00 

1883 3d on 3d Lllae pill• 21 - .\G. >, fine mmt 
example of good colour .G. l~ £95.00 

1881 6d Grey plate I l•llercd BH. A fine mmt e.ample. 
S.G. 161. £135 .00 

1883 6d on 6d Lilac plat.e I louercd DB . .\ •ery fi ne mint 
well centred copy with good pe-fs .G. I : . £135.00 

1881 1/ - Orange-bro"" piste U lotlBed GK . ~ uperb mini 
example. S.G . 163 . £185.00 

1880 2d Pale rose. Aver) fine ligh:l) moun:.cd mrnl e"tample. 
S.G. IA. U5.00 

1881 Id Pale lilac die I , 14 do . <uper unmounted mint 
example. S.G . 171. £65.00 

1881 Id Deep purple. A superb mmt bloc of four wi1h 
inverted watermark . S.G . 173 . £20.00 

1883-84 216 Lilac lettered Lf. A superb ligh tly mounied 
mint example, well cenl rcd with good perfs. S.G . 178. 

£395.00 

1883-84 5/ - Rose lettered CA. A fine lightl) mounted mmt 
e.ample. S.G . 180. £345.00 

1891 £1 Green lettered PA. A fin e used v. ell cen1red example 
with good perfs all rou nd. S.G. 2 12. £195.00 

1902 De La Rue V2d Green plate proof. A very fine 
imperforate block of four o n buff paper . S.G . 217. £35.00 

1904 De La Rue V2d Yellowish gr~en . A lightly mo unted 
mint example with St. Andrew' s Cross attached. S.G. 218a . 

£85 .00 

1902 De La Rue Id Scarlet plate proof. A ve ry fi ne 
imperf orate b lock of four on buff paper. S. G . 219. £35.00 

1902 Oe La Rue 4d Orange plate proof. A very fine 
imperforate block of four on buff paper. S.G. 239. £45.00 

1902 De La Rue Sd Dull purple and ultramarine plate proof. 
A very fine imperfora te block of four on buff paper. S.G. 
242. £45 .00 

1902 De La Rue tOd Dull purple and carmine plate proof. A 
very fine imperf orate block of four on buff paper. S.G . 254. 

£55.00 

1902 De La Rue 10/ - Ult ramarine. A fine light ly mounted 
min t marginal copy. well centred with good perfs . S.G . 265. 

£485.00 

1902 De La Rue £1 Dull blue-green . A superb lightly 
mounted mint example. well centred with good perfs . S.G. 
266. £965.00 

191 I Harrison perf 14 Id Aniline rose (f). An unmount ed 
mint imperforate single overprinted ''CANCELLED" type 
21. S.G. Spec. M6t. £35 .00 

191 t Harrison perf 14 Id Aniline pink (F). A superb lip htl y 
mounted min t example. S.G. 275. £375.00 

1910 Downey Head V2 d essay io Black 1n !hick paper. A 
very fi ne example. £350.00 

1912 Downey Head Id Scurlef die 2 crowr: wa termiu k. A 
lightly mounted mi ni Li lock of four , on<' · · .unp with the 
variety " no cross on crown". S.G. 341;.:. £.a0.00 

~-------CANDLISH McCLEERY LTD.------
Printed in Scotland bv Woods o f Perth (Printers) Ltd., 3 -5 Mill Street, Perth 



WANTED 
BRITISH COMMONWEAL TH 

and 

GREAT BRITAIN STA PS 

Mint or Used 

We must buy, and cash is readily available, should you o dispose of the following : -

ISSUED STAMPS (on or off cover ), PROO S ESS YS, 
SPECIMEN AND CANCELLED OVERP - 5 

POSTMASTERS' AND POST OFFICE 0 1 CES, 
OLD POSTAL PAMPHLETS, BOOKLETS, CO S ETC. 

We also purchase collections, etc., general or specialised, of Great B ·ta · a d British Commonwealth 

Please send details in the first place and, if suitable, arrangements can be made for one of our buyers to 
evaluate your collection. Alternatively, stamps can be sent by reg istered post and an offer made by return. 

CANDLISH McCLEERY LTD . 
._ _______ 40 WHITELADIES ROAD, BRISTOL BSS 2LG -------~ 

Telephone 0272 35038 
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